[Study of effective connectivity based on dynamic causal modeling in subtraction calculation task].
Dynamic causal modeling (DCM) is a spatio-temporal renewable network model. As an analytical method of causality of functional integration in fMRI, DCM is applied to study the effective connectivity. The neuro-imaging time series of activated regions were put into DCM, and the trial-bound inputs were used as perturbations to the designed model. DCM was used in combination with Bayesian estimation to evaluate the intrinsic connectivity among selected neurons. Bayes factors were used to compute different neuro-physiological models with intrinsic connectivity structures, and then were used to select the optimal model. The selected regions in this mental calculation task are the left superior parietal lobule (SPL), the left inferior parietal lobule (IPL) and the left middle frontal gyrus (MFG). Finally, the connected network in conformity to physiological significance was obtained.